Zero and Off-Zero Critical Concentrations in Systems Containing Polydisperse Polymers† with Very High Molar Masses. 2. The System Water–Poly(vinyl methyl ether)
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ABSTRACT: Cloud-point curves by DSC measurements at different scanning rates on solutions of two samples of poly(vinyl methyl ether) in water show two minima in a temperature–composition plot. The significance of the data was confirmed by static measurements of the coexisting-phase compositions and phase-volume ratios. A thermodynamic analysis in terms of a strongly concentration-dependent interaction parameter leads to the conclusion that the system H₂O/PVME exhibits so-called type III behavior. For polymers of infinite molar mass, such behavior is characterized by the occurrence of two off-zero critical concentrations, in addition to the usual zero critical concentration marking the Θ state.

Introduction

When solutions of polymers with very high molar mass show partial miscibility, the liquid–liquid critical state usually occurs at a very small polymer concentration. The latter tends to zero if the molar mass goes to infinity (Θ state).† Indications of possible complications with respect to this generally accepted rule have been reported occasionally,2–6 and their origin could be related to a strong dependence of the interaction parameter on concentration. This feature has been the subject of a recent phenomenological analysis in which three types of limiting critical behavior could be distinguished.7 The above mentioned “classic” Θ behavior (type I) is characterized by a limiting critical concentration for infinite molar mass, ϕI = 0. With type II, a single off-zero limiting critical concentration, ϕL, occurs at non-Θ conditions; with type III, there are two off-zero limiting critical concentrations, in addition to the usual zero critical concentration.

Systems in which such phenomena are believed to occur comprise: benzene/polyisobutene,3,4 aliphatic alcohols/poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate),3 diphenylether/polyisobutene,3 water/poly(N-isopropylacrylamide),6 2-nonanone/poly(methyl methacrylate),5 and water/poly-(vinyl methyl ether).9 Recent experimental work has provided strong indications for the latter system, H₂O/PVME, to be a case in point for type III behavior. It is the objective of this paper to present additional results.

Types of Limiting Critical Behavior

The liquid–liquid critical state in solutions of a polydisperse polymer in a solvent is determined by the spinodal (1) and critical (2) conditions.10–13

† Dedicated to Professor Werner Borchard (Duisburg) on the occasion of his 60th birthday.
‡ On leave of absence from Central Michigan University, Department of Physics, Mt. Pleasant, MI 48859.

\[
(m_1 \phi_1)^{-1} + (m_2 \phi_2)^{-1} + (\delta^2 \Gamma / \delta \phi_2^2)_{p,T} = 0
\] (1)

\[
(m_1 \phi_1)^{-1} - (m_2 \phi_2)^{-1} + (\delta^2 \Gamma / \delta \phi_2^2)_{p,T} = 0
\] (2)

The liquid is considered to be built up of N identical basic volume units (BVU), m1 of which are occupied by each of the solvent molecules, while an i\textsuperscript{th} species polymer chain needs m2\textsubscript{i} BVU’s. The weight average over all species i is m\textsubscript{w}. The concentration variables \(\phi_1\) and \(\phi_2\) are volume fractions (of solvent and polymer, respectively), but they may also be treated as weight fractions, in which case N stands for the total mass of the system and the BVU is a mass unit. The symbol \(\xi_2\) represents the ratio of z-average to weight-average molar masses of the polymer.

Equations 1 and 2 can be derived from the Flory–Huggins–Staverman14–19 expression for ΔG, the Gibbs free energy of mixing:

\[
\Delta G / NRT = (\phi_1 / m_1) \ln \phi_1 + \sum (\phi_2 / m_2) \ln \phi_2 + \Gamma(T, \phi_2, p)
\] (3)

where \(\phi_2\) and \(m_2\) are the volume fraction and BVU number of species i in the polymer, respectively: \(\phi_2 = m_2 \phi_2\). The function \(\Gamma\) is here used to accommodate all conceivable amendments the first two combinatorial terms might need in actual cases. We assume \(\Gamma\) to be independent of polymer molar mass since the emphasis here is on limiting critical behavior at molar mass tending to infinity.

Equations 1 and 2 can be rearranged into

\[
1 / m_2 = -\phi_2 (m_1 \phi_1)^{-1} + (\delta^2 \Gamma / \delta \phi_2^2)_{p,T}
\] (4)

\[
\xi_2 / m_2 = \phi_2^2 (m_1 \phi_1)^{-1} + (\delta^2 \Gamma / \delta \phi_2^2)_{p,T}
\] (5)

and it is seen that, for \(m_2 = \infty\) at finite \(\xi_2\), both expressions indicate \(\phi_2 = 0\) to present the (usual) zero critical concentration under Θ conditions.
In the original treatment by Flory and Huggins, $\Gamma$ is a Van-Laar (VL) type interaction term

$$\Gamma_{VL} = \chi(T)\phi_1\phi_2$$

in which the interaction parameter $\chi$ depends solely on temperature. In that case, $\partial^2\Gamma_{VL}/\partial\phi_2^2 = -2\chi$, and $\partial^2\Gamma_{VL}/\partial\phi_2^3 = 0$. The classic $\Theta$ state is thus the only possibility with (6) since both (4) and (5) must be obeyed at $\chi = 0.5$. The expressions between square brackets in (4) and (5) then have no physically meaningful roots.

Usually, $\chi$ is found to depend on $\phi_2$, the dependence of which a number of molecular reasons may be advanced, such as (a) disparity in size and shape among solvent molecules and repeat units in the polymer chains, (b) change of free volume with concentration, (c) nonuniform segment density at low polymer concentration, (d) distribution of free solvent molecules among self-associated complexes and solvated polymer segments.

All of these factors have been shown to possibly give rise to strong enough $\chi(\phi_2)$ functions to introduce extra, off-zero roots for the expressions between brackets in (4) and (5). The mathematical form for $\chi(\phi_2)$ differs from case (1) to (4), but it can usually be developed in a power series in $\phi_2$, the meaning of the coefficients depending on the case considered.

In a recent paper we described a phenomenological analysis of the situation in which the precise molecular meaning of the coefficients is left open:

$$\Gamma(T,\phi_2) = [g_0(T) + g_1\phi_2 + g_2\phi_2^2]\phi_1\phi_2$$

with

$$g_0(T) = g_{00} + g_{0b}/T$$

The results of this analysis are summarized in Figure 1 in coordinates of $m_1(g_2-g_1)$ against $m_1g_2$. There are three areas pertinent to the occurrence of either no root, one root, or two roots of the expressions between square brackets in (4) and (5), to be distinguished as types I, II, and III.

Figure 2, parts I–III, shows representative strictly binary examples for each of the three types in a lower critical-miscibility situation ($g_{00} < 0$). With type I a single limiting critical point (at infinite $m_2$) occurs at
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Table 1. Molecular Characteristics of the PVME Samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PVME</th>
<th>$M_a$ (kg/mol)</th>
<th>$M_w$ (kg/mol)</th>
<th>$M_c$ (kg/mol)</th>
<th>$M_c/M_a$</th>
<th>$M_c/M_w$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$q_{2\text{l}} = 0$ under Θ conditions, at which the second osmotic virial coefficient, $A_2$, equals 0. The miscibility gap shifts to higher temperatures with decreasing finite chain length. Type II behavior is characterized by an offset-zero limiting critical point (square symbol), where spinodal and binodal have a common horizontal tangent, and at which $A_2 = 0$. The spinodal passes through the Θ point at $q_{2\text{l}} = 0$ and $A_2 = 0$, and coincides with the T axis at $T > \Theta$. The limiting binodal appears to reach the T axis at $q_{2\text{l}} = 0$ at $T < \Theta$, above which temperature its left-hand branch also follows the T axis. In this respect the situation resembles that of type I. Note that (finite) molar mass has little influence on the off-zero critical point (cp) unless $m_2$ becomes very small.

A type III limiting spinodal has two extrema, one of which ($C_{1\text{l}}$) refers to an unstable limiting cp while the other, stable one ($C_{2\text{l}}$) has features similar to that of type II. As in type I, the Θ state will for finite $m_2$ transform into a third, stable off-zero cp. The miscibility gap now has three two-phase areas ($\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\gamma$), one of which ($\alpha$) shows a chain-length dependence comparable to that of type I. Gap $\alpha$ decreases in size and eventually vanishes into the main one when $m_2$ is decreased. The chain-length dependence of gap $\beta$ is similar to that of type II.

It is seen in Figure 1 that the three types may go over into one another. For instance when, upon a change of parameters in $\Gamma(q_{2\text{l}})$, the two off-zero limiting cp’s vanish via coalescence in a double cp, type III becomes type I. The single $q_{2\text{l}}$ in type II may either split into two (type III) or shift to lower $q_{2\text{l}}$ until it equals zero (type I).

In strictly binary systems the two lower two-phase areas ($\alpha$ and $\beta$ in Figure 2III) are separated from the upper one ($\gamma$) by a horizontal line at $T_3$, which connects the compositions of three phases in nonvariant equilibrium. The three phases cannot be observed simultaneously at $T_3$ but the existence of the nonvariance is unambiguously revealed by a sudden jump of one of the coexisting-phase concentrations when, upon heating a system within either $\alpha$ or $\beta$, $T_3$ is reached and $\gamma$ is entered.

The polymer samples used in the experimental illustration of these considerations have wide molar-mass distributions. The three-phase line is then transmuted into a three-phase triangle which, however, can be estimated to be so shallow (a few tenths of a degree) that the above-mentioned concentration jump must still be expected to occur. When a system within gap $\alpha$ is allowed to phase separate in such quasi-binary solutions, the overall polymer concentrations of the coexisting phases move closer together when the polymer concentration in the initial system is increased.

### Experimental Section

The PVME samples and their characterization were received from BASF (Ludwigshafen, Germany). PVME was prepared by cationic polymerization. The weight-average molecular masses for the different samples were determined by light scattering, with toluene as the solvent. Molecular polydispersity was investigated by gel permeation chromatography (GPC), with THF as eluent. Since the GPC calibration was based on polystyrene standards, the average molecular masses, presented in Table 1, have been calculated from the GPC values with a method developed in-house.

The tacticity of the samples was investigated by $^1$H- and $^{13}$C-NMR. Both polymers show similar triad fractions: syndiotactic = 0.11, heterotactic = 0.51, isotactic = 0.38.

To prepare homogeneous solutions of PVME in deionized water, the appropriate amounts of PVME and water were mixed, and these mixtures were left at room temperature for a period of weeks. This procedure results in homogeneous samples that give very reproducible data. Concentrations are indicated as weight fraction of PVME.

Two types of differential scanning calorimeters were used: a Perkin-Elmer DSC7 and a Setaram DSC111-Micro calorimeter. Calibration was performed with indium ($T_m = 156.6 ^\circ\text{C}$) and sodium sulfate decahydrate ($T_m = 32.38 ^\circ\text{C}$). Measurements with the DSC7 were performed at a scanning rate of 3 ^\circ\text{C}/min, and experiments with the DSC111 were carried out at a scanning rate of 0.1 ^\circ\text{C}/min.

Samples of about 30 and 100 mg were used with the DSC7 and DSC111, respectively.

The transparency of the samples was followed during heating at 0.1 ^\circ\text{C}/min by monitoring the transmitted light intensity. The temperature at the first deviation of the transmitted light intensity from linearity was taken as the cloud point of the corresponding solution ($T_c$). The procedure allows us to measure mixtures in a broad concentration range.

For solutions with concentrations between 4% and 10%, a separation into two transparent layers could be realized by isothermal annealing at constant temperature. The volume ratio of these two layers was investigated by a technique reported elsewhere.

The coexisting polymer concentrations were determined by refractive index measurements at 25 ^\circ\text{C} using an Abbé refractometer. A refractive index–concentration plot was constructed that was found to be linear between 0% and 50% of PVME.

### Results

1. **Calorimetry.** The possibility of analyzing liquid–liquid demixing by calorimetric measurements has been discussed in the literature and has been applied to many different polymer–solvent systems. These investigations have illustrated the reliability of the experimental method, which was therefore applied to the system PVME/water. Two different scanning calorimeters were used, so that experimental data could be collected at very different scanning rates. This provided information on the influence of the scanning rate. The similarity of the data obtained at different scanning rates supports the significance of the observations.

   **Temperature–Concentration Diagram.** The demixing of the system PVME/water is endothermic as confirmed by the endothermic signals obtained on heating. Typical examples of DSC curves are presented in Figure 3. In the following we discuss $T_a$, the temperature at the onset of the endotherm (demixing temperature) and $T_p$, the peak temperature as a function of the polymer concentration for the two PVME samples (Figure 4). The demixing curve obtained by plotting $T_a$ vs concentration strongly indicates the occurrence of two minima, a phenomenon which is most marked for the higher molecular weight sample, PVME 2.

   The peak temperature, $T_p$, shows little concentration dependence in the investigated concentration range. The scanning rate has an influence on these data: a decrease from 3 to 0.1 ^\circ\text{C}/min results in a lowering of $T_p$ and $T_a$. The concentrations of the two minima in the demixing curves are not noticeably altered by a change of heating rate.

   **Shape of the Endotherms.** The shape of the endotherms and their dependence on concentration and...
molecular mass is in agreement with the occurrence of a bimodal miscibility gap. It has been shown that the width of a DSC signal observed by demixing depends on the shape of the phase boundaries and, hence, on the location of the coexistence curves. This is illustrated in Figure 5, which represents two possible demixing curves, and in Figure 6, which shows the corresponding simulated DSC curves.

If a miscibility gap exhibits two well-separated minima, the DSC traces have a more complex appearance, depending on the concentration. Two endotherms will be observed if the concentration is such that, upon heating, either of the miscibility gaps $\alpha$ or $\beta$ is entered. A single peak will be found if the concentration equals that of the intersection $A$ of the phase boundaries of $\alpha$ and $\beta$, since domain $\gamma$ is entered directly upon heating a system with composition $q_{2A}$ (Figures 2III and 8a). Following trace 1, however, we expect a small and rather broad first endotherm, due to the shape of $\alpha$. There is a gradual release of the heat of demixing. Upon passing the three-phase line one of the two coexisting-phase concentrations jumps (see tie lines in Figure 2III), $q_{2A}$ changes drastically to $q_{2B}$. A sudden change like that proceeds in a small temperature range so that most of the heat of demixing is liberated within a few degrees and, consequently, the signal will be sharp. Such behavior was found in the experiments performed with solutions of PVME 2 at $w_2 < 0.25$, an example of which is illustrated in Figure 3. The resolution of the two signals is better with the lower scanning rate. We have observed in previous experiments that a single endotherm is found at higher scanning rates where such details may easily be missed.

At concentrations in the immediate neighborhood of $q_{2A}$, double peaks should occur, but the first one will usually be so small that it escapes detection (Figure 8a). Figures 3, 4, and 8 demonstrate that the system water/PVME consistently shows the behavior described above.

Double endotherms were observed in the high concentration range of both PVME samples but in the low concentration range only with PVME 2. It was not possible to observe two separate endotherms in the low concentration region with PVME 1, probably because of the small size of the endotherms.

2. Turbidimetry. Cloud points were measured for PVME 2 at a concentration between 0.2% and 60%, at a heating rate of 0.1°C/min. The results are shown in the phase diagram for PVME 2, illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 3. DSC heating scans of a 10 wt % PVME 2 solution in water: scanning rates, 3 °C/min (DSC7), 0.1 °C/min (DSC111); estimated base line, – – –; demixing temperature, $T_d$, peak temperature, $T_p$.

Figure 4. Phase diagrams derived from DSC measurements (curves hand-drawn): demixing temperature, $T_d$; peak temperature, $T_p$; scanning rates, (a) 3 °C/min, (b) 0.1 °C/min. PVME 1: •, $T_p$; ■, $T_d$. PVME 2: ▲, $T_p$; △, $T_d$. Cloud points PVME 2: •. Polymer weight fraction, $w_2$.

The observed cloud points match very well with the onset temperatures $T_d$ determined by calorimetry at similar heating rates.

3. Phase Analysis. Additional support for the presence of two minima in the demixing curve came from the investigation of the phase-volume ratio and the location of the coexistence curves in the $\alpha$ concentration region for PVME 2 (see Figure 2III). Solutions in this concentration region separate within a short time in two macroscopic, transparent layers on heating. The composition of these two phases and their volume ratio could be easily determined. The lower temperature limit for the observation of this phase separation was
Figure 5. Miscibility gaps in symmetrical UCST systems ($m_1 = m_2 = 1$) calculated with eqs 1–3 and 7 for (a) $\beta_{m_0} = 0$, $\beta_{m_2} = 800$ K, $g_1 = 0$, $g_2 = 0$ and (b) $\beta_{m_0} = -5$, $\beta_{m_2} = 3067$ K, $g_1 = -4/3$, $g_2 = \sqrt[3]{2}$. Critical point, $\theta$.

Figure 6. Simulations of DSC scans for cooling of systems a and b in Figure 5 at $\varphi_2 = 0.5$.

33.5°C for solutions with overall polymer concentrations of 4% and 6% and 34°C for solutions with a higher polymer content. At 33°C, only a haze is formed in these more concentrated solutions. The coexisting concentrations are represented in Figure 9. The course of the coexistence curves for different overall polymer concentrations could be estimated and is indicated by hand-drawn lines for $T \leq 35$°C. The above mentioned concentration jump is exemplified by the data points at 37°C for which the course of the concentrated branches of the coexistence curves could only be indicated. The jump from $\omega_2 = 0.25$ to 0.6 within 2°C is too large to be reasonably assigned to an unusual course of the coexistence curve.

The phase-volume ratio can be calculated from the curve of the coexisting concentrations. An excellent
agreement is obtained with the phase-volume ratios obtained by direct observation (Table 2).

4. Enthalpy of Demixing. Integration of the shaded area in Figure 3 gives the enthalpy of demixing for the considered concentration. Plotted as a function of the polymer concentration these enthalpy data are reported in Figure 10 for PVME 2. A good agreement with literature data is obtained.44

Discussion

The present results establish that the system water/PVME exhibits type III demixing behavior, indications for unusual phase relations already having been suggested by Tanaka.46 Measurement by different methods, dynamic and static, demonstrate consistently that the miscibility gap is bimodal at large enough average molar mass of the polymer. This involves the existence of three two-phase areas, arranged around a narrow three-phase range, in accordance with classic rules.31

The pattern of the concentrations of the conjugate phases in Figure 9 agrees with the quasi-binary nature of the PVME solutions in hand. The measurement at 37 °C demonstrates the concentration jump, indicative for the passing of a three-phase range, as is also revealed by the concentration-insensitive major DSC peak temperatures (Figure 4). The peak temperatures occur about 1–2 °C higher than those of the intersections of gaps \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \). The onset temperatures of the sharp peak should have been plotted, but remain hidden by the first endotherm. A rough estimation indicates that an error of 1–2 °C may indeed be involved (Figures 3 and 8).

It is seen in Figure 4b that the size of gap \( \alpha \) is smaller for PVME 1 than for PVME 2. Also, the minimum of gap \( \beta \) exhibits the insensitivity to molar mass indicated by theory. The right-hand boundaries of gap \( \alpha \) intersect in a fashion that may reflect the different degree of polydispersity which is larger in PVME 2 than in PVME 1.35 A quantitative study of the effect of the molar mass distribution is currently being carried out.8 A recent analysis of liquid/liquid phase behavior in the system acetone/polystyrene indicates the relevance of the present considerations for that system as well.47 The parameter values presented in ref 47 point to type III behavior.
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